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                                                                                        [image: Kimberley Ratcliffe]        
                            Kimberley Ratcliffe            19:34 18 Mar 24
                                            Having now had my second hygienist appointment, I can safely say it is one of the most comfortable and relaxing experiences at a dental practise. Emma and Lauren were very friendly and made put me at ease straight away. Everything was explained and taken at a pace I could handle, especially when it came to a painful area of gums. The airflow system they used was so much easier to handle for someone with a strong reflex. They gave me some very useful advice to help with keeping my gums healthy and brushing hard to reach areas. There were so polite and sympathetic, I really felt their encouraging words gave me a positive step forward.I would highly recommend Cathedral Dental for any dental work and an amazing friendly service.            
        
    
                                    [image: Craig Wright]        
                            Craig Wright            18:38 01 Mar 24
                                            Emma and Lauren, are the perfect team! They were highy professional and also courteous and kept me informed at every stage of my dental treatment. I would highly recommend them and Cathedral Dental to my friends!            
        
    
                                    [image: Lisa Bell]        
                            Lisa Bell            22:06 22 Feb 24
                                            I decided to choose Cathedral Dental for my Invisalign journey because of recommendations from two of my friends. I literally have never looked forward to visiting the dentist, but the last few appointments I’ve had, I’ve been keen and willing. Everything was explained extremely well and I felt in very good hands. Trusting a dentist can be hard but I immediately felt at ease here.In 5 weeks I am finishing up my 23 week course of aligners and I’m honestly looking forward to heading back and seeing what the next steps involve.I live in stowmarket, where at the moment the A14 is a nightmare to travel on, but I would sooner sit in traffic and leave mega early then go anywhere closer to home. I have also recommended a friend who needed very different work to me, and he has also expressed a similar experience.Huge thank you to Danah, Hannah and Indy, and  not forgetting the reception staff who are very welcoming.Well done 👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼            
        
    
                                    [image: Emma Payne]        
                            Emma Payne            18:32 20 Nov 23
                                            I could not recommend Cathedral Dental enough. I have always been self concious of my smile, due to my teeth not being very visible. Emma listened to my concerns and was able to create my dream smile by placing composite veneers. The service was perfect, I felt really well looked after throughout the whole journey and the practice itself is beautiful. Also, special thanks to Hannah the lovely nurse who made me feel so at ease throughout! Thanks again, I cannot stop smiling!            
        
    
                                    [image: Julie Wood]        
                            Julie Wood            17:16 18 Nov 23
                                            Indy has been our family dentist for many years now and has given us the best advice and care. It’s a delight going to the dentist. My daughter has been brought up under Cathedral Dental's care and still has no fillings. Amy our hygienist is excellent, explaining every stage, and giving practical tips on tooth care. The hygienist team have also been caring for my daughter’s teeth since she was 4 and she loves the hygienist too. What a fabulous dental practice.            
        
    
                                    [image: Kirsty Notley]        
                            Kirsty Notley            17:37 15 Nov 23
                                            I couldn’t recommend Cathedral Dental more!!! After being terrified of the dentist since a child and embarrassed of my smile for years, Rahul has given me back so much confidence and I couldn’t be more grateful!! The team are all so lovely and always friendly and reassuring. The whole process was smooth, and every step of the way was explained. I can’t thank Rahul and his wonderful dental nurse enough for easing all my anxieties. I can’t stop smiling with my new teeth! Thank you all so much!!            
        
    
                                    [image: Angela]        
                            Angela            08:18 10 Nov 23
                                            I had my hygienist appointment with Amy & Sophie yesterday and they were the best ever.  Cannot recommend them enough.  Really knowledgeable and friendly, explained everything they were doing and did a great job.            
        
    
                                    [image: Keeley-jade Bingham]        
                            Keeley-jade Bingham            11:07 24 Oct 23
                                            I had my first ever hygienist appointment last Thursday evening at cathedral dental. Amy and Sophie were very friendly and made sure I had a comfortable experience. They explained everything they were doing and gave me some very useful tips to help with brushing and flossing at home. Despite my teeth being pretty bad at the start, they were non-judgemental and gave positive encouraging words. My teeth are now plaque free, giving me a fresh new start and a chance to keep on top of it.Previously I've had two fillings and a crown with them. Absolutely no issues and as above, they made my experience as comfortable as it could be.I would highly recommend cathedral dental for top quality dental work and fantastic friendly service.            
        
    
                                    [image: tiffani goss]        
                            tiffani goss            19:05 16 Oct 23
                                            I had João and Sophie for an extraction today and I was pleasantly surprised with how quick and easy it was! I barely felt a thing, they spoke to me through the entire process and it was done so quickly. Would highly recommend anybody that isn’t a huge fan of going to the dentist to use them!            
        
    
                                    [image: MultiTrex2]        
                            MultiTrex2            20:44 12 Oct 23
                                            Everyone, from the time you walk through the entrance, made me feel welcome. Totally respectful, polite and totally professional. Considering I was visiting the dentist for root canal treatment I found the experience calming and almost relaxing.            
        
    
                                    [image: Nikki J]        
                            Nikki J            10:39 07 Oct 23
                                            I’m really thankful to allThe people who have helped me achieve a Lovely smile.Treatments I recommend. Invisalign and the oral hygienist. Overall it’s a great dentist. The lovely  staff always make me feel welcome.            
        
    
                                    [image: susie g]        
                            susie g            11:37 05 Oct 23
                                            First visit to the practice for myself and my husband.  Everyone was so kind,  Adam on reception,  Emma and her very kind dental nurse,  couldn't have been more patient and understanding. Thank you from us both,  and we certainly  highly recommend this wonderful practice.            
        
    
                                    [image: Alisha Tooke]        
                            Alisha Tooke            07:59 30 Sep 23
                                            This dentist is absolutely brilliant. Not only did they fit me in for an emergency last minute on a Friday afternoon but the care has been exceptional. Husband went to another dentist and had some issues, I reccomended he come to Cathedral and they really minimised his worries. We pay privately so it is quite pricey (same as anywhere else privately) but they are just exceptional. Also wanted to give some recognition to Adam on reception - he is brilliant. He's attentive, very friendly and remembers you every time and makes you feel at ease. Also Emma, the hygenist, is incredible. She is so thorough and passionate about what she does. She is so kind and, again, makes you feel at ease. My teeth and gums are in really good condition now after their care. Was reccomended to buy Oral B io6 toothbrush and it has changed the game. Again, pretty pricey, but they know what they're talking about. Never had such a good experience consistently.            
        
    
                                    [image: Eliza Fenning]        
                            Eliza Fenning            21:58 26 Sep 23
                                            I have always had such a positive experience at Cathedral Dental. All the staff I have encountered - Emma in particular - have been friendly, professional and helpful.  There have even been a couple of occasions when they have squeezed in an extra Invisalign scan, or two days before my wedding taken my attachments off! Truly above and beyond. Being quite anxious, the team have always put me at ease and explained things clearly, with good communication and willingness to answer any questions. I am very grateful - thank you.            
        
    
                                    [image: L Law]        
                            L Law            00:02 21 Sep 23
                                            The team at Cathedral Dental go above and beyond to make each visit a happy one.   They care about their patients and take the time to provide the best care possible.   Dr Anil’s expertise and attention to detail has reassured me that my daughter is in incredibly safe hands.            
        
    
                                    [image: Royce Doyle]        
                            Royce Doyle            13:42 25 Aug 23
                                            I had a very thorough clean by the hygienist Amy (assisted by Hannah). She explained everything she was doing as we went along, and really helped me understand what I need to do to help myself improve my dental hygiene. Great job.            
        
    
                                    [image: Beth Buck]        
                            Beth Buck            14:27 23 Aug 23
                                            I had a lovely experience with with Amy and Jorja! Definitley the best hygenist appointment ive ever had! So informative and kind, guiding me through the whole process with new airflow technology. Painless, quick and educational. Everyone at Cathedral Dental have been genuinely lovely since I joined.            
        
    
                                    [image: Ben Pymer]        
                            Ben Pymer            08:22 21 Aug 23
                                            Always found my hygienist visits uncomfortable and not very pleasant experiences due to having sensitivity issues, however since Anna & Jorja using their new less invasive method and kits it’s actually a nice experience. Always good and friendly advice provided too.            
        
    
                                    [image: Frankie Torrance]        
                            Frankie Torrance            18:36 16 Aug 23
                                            Massive thanks to Anna and Jorja for your upmost care and kindness throughout my first ever hygienist appointment. The experience was totally better than expected and I've come away with great knowledge on how to properly take care of my teeth! See you again 😁            
        
    
                                    [image: Julie Balaam]        
                            Julie Balaam            13:31 02 Aug 23
                                            I'm really pleased with the work that I've had done at Cathedral Dental. The reception staff are always friendly and helpful, and Dr Doegar was brilliant at sorting my dental crown. I really appreciated him discussing exactly what he would be doing and putting me at ease.            
        
    
                                    [image: Marta W]        
                            Marta W            18:58 01 Aug 23
                                            Such a lovely place to do your teeth. Highly recommend Rahul and Emma :) felt so comfortable and welcome, will come back for sure :-) thank you! xx            
        
    
                                    [image: Emily Bowcher-Doyle]        
                            Emily Bowcher-Doyle            18:53 31 Jul 23
                                            Had a lovely experience this evening with Emma and Hannah who did my hygienist appointment. Definitely the most pleasant hygienist appointment I’ve ever had. They gave really clear advice going forward and were super helpful at answering any questions I had. Highly recommend!            
        
    
                                    [image: April Hartland]        
                            April Hartland            15:38 31 Jul 23
                                            I had an hygienist appointment today with Emma and Hannah. They were very knowledgeable and answered every question with confidence. They were really positive and gave me great advice on how to look after my teeth better. 100% recommend if you’re looking for a good hygienist.            
        
    
                                    [image: Joshua Harris]        
                            Joshua Harris            13:10 30 Jul 23
                                            I had a hygienist appointment with Amy and Sophie who were absolutely fantastic. Not only did I leave feeling like my teeth were beautifully clean but they gave great advice about how to improve my cleaning going forward.            
        
    
                                    [image: Joanna Walker]        
                            Joanna Walker            17:57 21 Jun 23
                                            Excellent dental clinic! I had my Invisalign treatment at Cathedral Dental. Indy and his team were super friendly and went through my treatment plan thoroughly. Always on hand if I needed anything! Would highly recommend 😁            
        
    
                                    [image: Jade Golton]        
                            Jade Golton            20:15 28 May 23
                                            A few months ago I visited Amy and Sophie for a hygienist appt and I can honestly say it was the most calm, listened to and relaxed I had felt. As a relatively nervous dental customer I’ve always felt at ease at the treatment and staff at Cathedral dental after having Invisalign treatment here and for the first time ever I’m actually looking forward to my next hygienist appt. Thank you!            
        
    
                                    [image: Alfie Kalinowski]        
                            Alfie Kalinowski            15:12 20 Apr 23
                                            Emma, with the help of Lauren really put me at ease during my appointment. Answered all questions I had and talked me through each step as they were doing it, as well as providing tips on how to keep teeth extra clean between hygienist appointments. My teeth feel lovely, thanks!            
        
    
                                    [image: Char Myers]        
                            Char Myers            12:21 12 Mar 23
                                            A very friendly practice.Adam the receptionist was very welcoming & chatty & made me feel at ease.Indy was great & explained everything thoroughly & I felt very comfortable.Hannah was a super nurse & explained the bleaching process very clearly to meSuch a wonderful practice.            
        
    
                                    [image: Anne Walker]        
                            Anne Walker            10:14 27 Feb 23
                                            I have been coming to Cathedral dental for about a year now. The service provided by all has been very professional from start to finish, From the friendly Adam & Hannah on reception to Indy and his team undertaking all dentistry work.Previous dental experiences growing up had left me with a fear of dentists, coming to Cathedral dentistry has allayed that fear somewhat.I high recommend Cathedral Dentistry for its excellent care and professionalism.            
        
    
                                    [image: Milly Grace]        
                            Milly Grace            21:52 13 Feb 23
                                            Cathedral Dental are a fantastic dental practice. Always caring and listen to your needs on invisalign, hygienist or general check ups. I saw Indy & Hannah today and they were very thorough and professional would 100% recommend them. Heidi B            
        
    
                                    [image: Gillian Salisbury]        
                            Gillian Salisbury            17:27 08 Feb 23
                                            Cathedral Dentist is fab, Monika and Nell make an amazing team. Monika is the best Hygienist I have ever been to and I am 62 ,they both did a thorough job and I was comfortable and relaxed the whole time. My teeth felt wonderful and my gums are feeling good too..I appreciated the advice on which incidental brushes to use and I use them .Thank You much appreciated. Looking forward to my next visit!            
        
    
                                    [image: Jamie Christopher]        
                            Jamie Christopher            15:47 28 Jan 23
                                            I recently visited Cathedral Dental today for a hygiene appointment, a huge thank you to Amy and Jorja.Amy’s knowledge does not go unrecognised, she made me feel at ease and an overall she is a great hygienist.I will definitely be returning, great work.            
        
    
                                    [image: Stevie Shrimpton]        
                            Stevie Shrimpton            15:14 17 Dec 22
                                            Had a hygienist appointment today with Amy and Lauren. Having not seen a hygienist for far too long I was a little nervous and felt a bit embarrassed, but Amy was very kind, friendly and informative. Really put me at ease and did a fantastic job. Lauren was very friendly and did a great job assisting. Thank you both!            
        
    
                                    [image: Marione Valera]        
                            Marione Valera            12:40 11 Oct 22
                                            It’s my first time going to Cathedral Dental. I went for a full examination for the first time with Joao. He was very welcoming, friendly and very kind; he was also very professional, thorough and very knowledgeable and gave reassurance throughout the whole process.Overall, the people who I communicated with were very lovely and I had no problems with booking appointments as they will find availability for you. Highly recommend and i’m sure we will all be smiling with confidence! Thank you            
        
    
                                    [image: Maureen Jones]        
                            Maureen Jones            09:52 30 Sep 22
                                            Having a broken tooth (I blame the Sour Dough bread!) I was able to get an appointment with Cathedral Dentist very quickly and for the first time met a Dental Therapist! Emma was excellent, very much a people person and the result was perfect, looking like the original tooth. Thank you Emma and thank you to Lauren her excellent assistant.            
        
    
                                    [image: Annette Hamilton-Healy]        
                            Annette Hamilton-Healy            17:10 22 Aug 22
                                            Just finished my appointment at Cathedral Dental 😁 Outstanding service from start to finish!! It all started with the friendly and professional Nurse Jorja at the reception area and continued with the amazing Dr. Emma and nurse Lauren. The entire process was explained. I was immediately put at ease and made to feel like a VIP.Cathedral Dental have my full recommendation. 👍🏽👍🏽⭐️ ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️            
        
    
                                    [image: Tiffany Halls]        
                            Tiffany Halls            14:10 17 Aug 22
                                            I can’t thank Indy and the team enough for all they have done over the years, I once was a very anxious patient and now I feel so calm and safe in their hands. The best dentist I’ve ever had.            
        
    
                                    [image: Lisa-Marie Cahill]        
                            Lisa-Marie Cahill            17:28 31 Jul 22
                                            Had a wonderful experience at my hygienist appointment with Emma and Lauren. It was painless and they took the time to talk through, show and educate on how to improve oral health and improve technique. Both really friendly and created a relaxed atmosphere throughout the whole appointment.            
        
    
                                    [image: H M]        
                            H M            21:12 21 Jul 22
                                            This really is the best dental clinic in Bury. Every member of staff I have dealt with, including the friendly reception team, Emma, Lauren, Hannah and, of course, Indy, have been so kind and professional. Thank you so much.            
        
    
                                    [image: Kerris Poland]        
                            Kerris Poland            04:57 15 Jul 22
                                            Amy and Emma we’re very welcoming and the appointment was very thorough and I was made to feel very comfortable at all times            
        
    
                                    [image: jessica J]        
                            jessica J            13:13 14 Jun 22
                                            After years of feeling self conscious about my teeth, i finally decided to do something about it. Really glad i found Cathedral Dental. Friendly and professional service. Just completed my Invisalign treatment. Would highly recommend!            
        
    
                                    [image: John Clark]        
                            John Clark            11:01 09 Jun 22
                                            Just had my first appointment with Amy and had a great experience. She was welcoming and very thorough asking me if I was comfortable at every stage of the appointment. She also gave good advice on using the correct size of inter- dental brushes. Ably assisted by Sophie. Cathedral dental is lucky to have two excellent hygienists in Amy and Monica            
        
    
                                    [image: Jackie Bolton]        
                            Jackie Bolton            12:35 17 May 22
                                            From someone who has been scared of dentists for many years my experience with Amy and Lou exceeded my expectations. Amy spent time explaining things to me and made me feel comfortable and Lou also reassured me. Thank you so much for making the visit so much better than expected.            
        
    
                                    [image: Judith Pugh]        
                            Judith Pugh            18:50 31 Mar 22
                                            Thanks to Amy and Louise! They made me feel totally at ease. We had a giggle through the whole hygienist appointment and they did a great job on my teeth! Thank you!            
        
    
                                    [image: Sarah]        
                            Sarah            13:10 30 Mar 22
                                            I have been a patient of Cathedral clinic for many years and I always recommend this clinic to friends and family. My new dentist João is very kind and gentle, the girls are always friendly and welcoming too.  Thanks to all - very happy with the service.            
        
    
                                    [image: Francesca Nichols]        
                            Francesca Nichols            16:07 23 Mar 22
                                            Joao and Kym are so kind, and comforting, walked me through every step so I knew what was happening. Very quick and accommodating; reception are great too.            
        
    
                                    [image: Lynsey C]        
                            Lynsey C            11:57 21 Mar 22
                                            Best Dentist in town!I can’t take time off work & they offer late appointments and weekends. They use a lot of the latest technology and I always feel in safe hands.Thank you Indy and team!!!            
        
    
                                    [image: K Garon]        
                            K Garon            15:01 16 Mar 22
                                            I had been to many other practices to find about Ivisalign, and did not have good experiences. I came to this dentist and was treated more like a friend than a customer by the lovely ladies which made me feel relaxed. There was no pressure to buy anything and the treatment options were explained in lots of details, I will be going ahead and excited to see my new smile :DD Really really lovely ladies! Recommend! xx            
        
    
                                    [image: Sandra Usher - PSR Legal & SKINTONE Solutions]        
                            Sandra Usher - PSR Legal & SKINTONE Solutions            16:17 27 Dec 21
                                            Just completed the implant process with Ricardo at # Cathedral Dentist 🦷- it was actually very enjoyable and I have 2 perfect teeth back again. They are very  comfortable and feel like my own. Highly recommend and well worth investment. Thank you 😊            
        
    
                                    [image: David du Plessis]        
                            David du Plessis            21:17 28 Nov 21
                                            Never had trouble booking appointments, everyone always very helpful and friendly, been coming for years. Service is top quality and I never come away feeling unhappy with the treatment. Would recommend.            
        
    
                                    [image: Berry English]        
                            Berry English            15:15 27 Oct 21
                                            I chipped my front tooth just over 12 years ago and this is the 4th time I've had to have it replaced (1st time at Cathedral). Ricardo did a wonderful job, very meticulous, took great pride in getting it to look right. He also got to the bottom of why I kept wearing it away / off - through grinding in my sleep, so a sleep guard has also been sorted. Would highly recommend            
        
    
                                    [image: Mark Cordell]        
                            Mark Cordell            14:37 25 Oct 21
                                            As usual excellent service & care from my dentist, Indy Singh & his colleagues. Unbelievably I contacted the practice on Friday as I had a problem & was able to be seen two days later.Reassured by Indy that all was well & that no treatment was required. I would wholeheartedly recommend the Cathedral Dental Practice!            
        
    
                                    [image: Isabelle Glen]        
                            Isabelle Glen            11:33 21 Oct 21
                                            Cathedral Dental are amazing! Dentists that really know what they’re doing and can guide you in the right direction. Always try to accommodate appointments where they can, offer a massive range of services and truly care about their work. I personally can’t wait to see my finished smile once my invisilgn treatment is done - really life changing for confidence! If you’re looking for a dental practise to help improve your teeth and not just do the bare minimum, then this is the right place for you. Also offer finance plans tailored to you so no goal is out of range!            
        
    
                                    [image: giselle roadley-battin]        
                            giselle roadley-battin            09:56 15 Oct 21
                                            excellent customer care, the reception staff are always helpful and they listen which is a lovely quality and very rare.The treatment you recieve is attentive, they explain what they going do, and how they going to do it stage by stage.plus we must not forget the after care that is100%            
        
    
                                    [image: Alexandra Braga]        
                            Alexandra Braga            18:04 12 Oct 21
                                            What a lovely team. Dr Ricardo and dental nurse Kim, were fantastic. Caring, compassionate and gave me the time to ask questions and made me feel heard. During the planned procedure they were reassuring and very efficient.Would definitely recommend them. Thank you so much. Alex            
        
    
                                    [image: Alexandra Smith]        
                            Alexandra Smith            12:28 29 Sep 21
                                            I couldn’t recommend Cathedral Dental enough. I’m mid way through my Invisalign treatment, and I’m so pleased with the result already, but more importantly the service! The team are so welcoming, and make me feel completely at ease. Thank you!            
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